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SpaceX and NASA eye Dragon
parachute issue ahead of next
astronaut launch
By Mike Wall published February 04, 2022

This still from NASA's Crew-2 landing webcast on Nov. 8, 2021 shows the delayed opening of one of four parachutes

on SpaceX's returning Dragon capsule carrying astronauts home from the International Space Station. (Image credit:

NASA TV)

The parachute system on SpaceX's Dragon capsule hasn't behaved exactly as
expected recently, and NASA and SpaceX want to know why.

The Dragon named Endeavour returned to Earth with four astronauts on Nov.
8, 2021, wrapping up SpaceX's Crew-2 mission to the International Space
Station for NASA. During its descent that day, one of Endeavour's four main
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parachutes didn't open on schedule, lagging about 75 seconds behind the
others.

The same thing happened on the next Dragon reentry, the Jan. 24 return of the
capsule that made the CRS-24 (Commercial Resupply Services-24) robotic
cargo run to the orbiting lab for NASA. That time, the lagging chute opened
about 63 seconds behind its brethren, agency officials said during a call with
reporters on Friday (Feb. 4).

In Photos: SpaceX's Crew-2 mission to the International Space Station

Click here for more Space.com videos...

The parachute lag didn't affect mission success in either case; both Dragons
splashed down safely. But NASA and SpaceX are looking into the issue, to
make sure it's fully understood in advance of other crewed Dragon flights.

"This is a super chance for us to learn," Bill Gerstenmaier, vice president of
build and flight reliability at SpaceX, said during Friday's telecon.

Having two sets of such similar data is "almost a gift," he added, stressing that
the investigation will boost engineers' understanding of Dragon's parachutes
and end up making the system safer and more robust.

The investigation, which was first reported by SpaceNews, will involve detailed
analysis of imagery captured during the CRS-24 reentry, to see if anything
anomalous occurred during chute deployment, Gerstenmaier said. SpaceX
and NASA technicians will also examine the CRS-24 chutes in detail, looking
for anything odd or out of place, as they did with the Crew-2 chutes.

"This will be thoroughly investigated, very similar to what we did in a pretty
expedited manner after Crew-2," Gerstenmaier said. "We'll use this as another
data point and see if we can actually get smarter about how these systems
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operate so we can make sure that, yes, this really is a nominal operation of this
four-chute system."

That's the leading theory at the moment — that it's normal for one of the four
chutes to take longer than the others to fully inflate. The lagger may commonly
get "shadowed" by the other three, failing to open fully until Dragon gets lower
in Earth's atmosphere, where the air is denser and can therefore provide the
requisite expanding load.

"We think this is just a feature of the way the four-chute design works,"
Gerstenmaier said. 

The fourth chute probably isn't even necessary, strictly speaking; Dragon can
land safely with just three of its main parachutes functioning properly, NASA
Commercial Crew Program Manager Steve Stich said in Friday's telecon.
Indeed, the CRS-24 Dragon's descent rate was pretty much the same as that
of other Dragons that came back to Earth with four main chutes that all inflated
on time, Gerstenmaier said.

The parachute issue therefore does not present safety concerns, he added. 

"This is more of a learning exercise of how we can improve our design and
engineering understanding of parachute operation," Gerstenmaier said.

A crew-carrying Dragon is currently docked at the International Space Station.
That capsule will return the four astronauts of the Crew-3 mission to Earth in
late April. (Nothing could be done to modify that vehicle's chute system right
now, even if SpaceX wanted to, which it does not, Gerstenmaier said.)

And two more crewed Dragon launches to the orbiting lab are coming up this
spring: Axiom Space's Ax-1 mission is currently targeted for March 30, and the
Crew-4 flight for NASA will launch in mid-April, if all goes according to plan. 
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Mike Wall is the author of "Out There" (Grand Central Publishing, 2018;
illustrated by Karl Tate), a book about the search for alien life. Follow him on
Twitter @michaeldwall. Follow us on Twitter @Spacedotcom or on
Facebook. 

Join our Space Forums to keep talking space on the latest missions, night
sky and more! And if you have a news tip, correction or comment, let us know
at: community@space.com.
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science writer, Michael worked as a herpetologist and wildlife biologist. He has
a Ph.D. in evolutionary biology from the University of Sydney, Australia, a
bachelor's degree from the University of Arizona, and a graduate certificate in
science writing from the University of California, Santa Cruz. To find out what
his latest project is, you can follow Michael on Twitter.


